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JOSEPHITE RISHABH-”MALIBU” & UKRAINE WAR
The entire world was witnessing the war which had unfolded in Ukraine. The sound of explosions and warning sirens and the
sight of tanks and military vehicles patrolling the streets of Ukraine had traumatized our dear Josephite Rishabh Kaushik batch
of 2018.
Rishabh was seeking his computer engineering bachelor's degree in Ukraine for the last 3 years. Along with his family, he was
stuck in Ukraine the family members realized that the dispute between the two countries could escalate, on February 19 and 20,
somehow booked tickets and left for Dubai, but Rishabh refused to leave just because his pet dog "Malibu" with whom Rishabh
has been living for the last 1 year could not go on the ight. Therefore, Rishabh told his family members that he would return home
with his "Malibu" (Ukrainian name for the dog which means 'sweet') after taking NOC from the Government of India and all the
departments in 2 to 3 days. The family felt that the situation had not worsened so far, thus they accepted Rishabh's words.
Rishabh was stuck in Kyiv. The bombing was happening outside at a distance of about 5 to 6 kilometers from where he was in a
Bunker. As soon as SJA AA received this news we immediately got into action. We shared Rishabh's post on various social
media platforms and made a fervent appeal to all the Josephite to please share the post as much as possible and see that
reaches the right ears and helps Rishabh to be back home safe with his parents.
And the miracle did happen for the rst we witnessed the reach of social media our post went viral, was shared 216
times reaching more than 1,10,000 people and we were inundated by various calls contacted by PETA, BBC, FOX
News, Youtubers, and various other channels with the help of PETA the issue was brought to the notice
honorable Minister for sheries and Animal Husbandry and dairying which resulted in one-time relaxation
for carrying pet dog/ pet cat along with stranded citizens!!
With Relaxation offered Rishabh Kaushik along with his Buddy and 9 friends somehow caught a
train from Kyiv disembarked at Uzhgorod and reached Záhony and from there further to
Budapest-Hungary. Thereafter boarded IAF (Indian Air Force) plane with his pet and landed in
India (Hindon-Ghaziabad).
We are extremely thankful to all those who prayed for him and supported us to see that
Rishabh reached safely to Hungary. Special thanks to PETA and thousands of people
f r o m a l l o v e r t h e w o r l d w h o continuously send us messages to help in
every way possible manner
nancially, morally, and physically.
We salute the outstanding
tenacity, perseverance, and
persistence of Rishabh to
move out of the war zone
along with his Buddy his
pet “Malibu” and
his 9 friends to whom
he provided
similar support in
these
extraordinarily
tough times…

FROM THE DESK OF PRESIDENT
Dear Josephites,
Quote unquote Brother JC Carroll, "Some of our readers may have
seen the movie Dead Poets Society. If so, you will remember how the
teacher(Robin Williams) uses the archives to instill a sense of history
and pride in his students. I mention this because I doubt very much if our
archives would arouse a whole lot of enthusiasm and passion in our
students. Our records and documents need to be housed in a room where the
ambiance is warm and inviting. The faces and the eyes in the photographs
should be such that "if you listen real close you can hear them whisper their
legacy to you ... Carpe Diem, seize the day boys (and girls), make your lives
extraordinary." (Dead Poets Society).”
He goes on further and challenges us, " We need to make a wholehearted effort to
bring our archives alive, vibrant and inspiring. A lot of material is missing, and many
important photographs are missing. I'm sure there is a whole lot of material out there. So
get cracking and collect it. You have the space - I'm surprised that you were given one of
the best rooms on campus!”
Yes, we completely concur with Brother Carroll and accept that we need to put in our
wholehearted effort to bring our archives room alive, vibrant, and inspiring...
The present challenge and the formidable task at our hand are to revamp the Archive Room
which was given to our members during my previous tenure as Secretary shall be embellished
to the perfection which also incidentally holds the ofce of SJA AA.
We are extremely pleased to inform you that along with Brother JC Carroll our senior Alumni a
long-standing supporters Mr. Sudhir Arora, Mr. Lokesh Ohri, and always there for us Major
General Sanjay Sharma has joined our hands to help us, guide us in creating the Archive Room
which shall instill a sense of history and pride among Josephites and our students.
We are making a strong pitch to help us in creating a dream Archive Room for our Alma
Mater dear Josephites are requested to please spare some valuable time to provide us with
various documents, artifacts, and rare photographs. Please come forward and contribute if
you possess rare nuggets (school Certicates, Group Photographs of class, house,
hockey/Cricket team, old necktie, jersey, etc.) which can be displayed in the Archive
Room...
Please provide us the names of various achievers from your batches Josephites who have
served or are serving as high-ranking and decorative ofcers, IFS, IAS, IR, IPS, Doctors,
Scientists, Musicians, Socialist, Entrepreneurs, Leaders in their respective elds, etc.
Creating a dream Archive demands herculean efforts and participation by one and all,
and we look forward to generous contributions by the various batches to create a corner
for themselves!
As requested by Brother JC Carroll members of the Managing Committee visited St.
George's College, Mussoorie to get the ideas, and believe us we were simply awestruck,
amazed, and mesmerized.
Sharing a few photographs of the Archive Room at St. George's College, Mussoorie will
provide us a fair idea of why Brother Carroll was asking us to visit and understand his
words.
SJA Love to you all…
Praveen Chandhok
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Teenagers did it again...
And got their second dose!

The second dose of Covid vaccine is needed for complete immunity, creating longer and complete immunity
as well as preventing variants of the virus.
We need to know that this is a two-dose vaccine…
The Association understood this very important fact and hence arranged the follow up vaccination camp for
the Teenagers (Age Group 15-18)on 27th of February 2022 at St. Joseph’s Academy.
To their surprise the follow up vaccination camp 107 teenagers were vaccinated more than the previous
vaccination camp held on Republic Day!
Parents and Children were immensely thankful for the eﬀorts of Managing Committee for arranging the
second doze and thereby completing the process of providing complete immunity.
This is the irst time a follow up vaccination camp was held by Association with the support District
Immunisation Of ice.
The second dose of vaccine dramatically increases immunity as it induces the kind of cells that suggest you'll
have longer term memory, meaning the vaccine would last for a few years.
Experts believe that the people who just take one dose of the vaccine, will have shorter and less complete
immunity, that's only going to create variants.
Our patron Rev. Brother Jeyaseelan, Principal St. Joseph’s Academy was also present at the camp and
appreciated the eﬀorts of Association for organising the follow up vaccination camp as it will not only make
the children feel safe but also reduce the worries of Parents.
President of the Association Praveen Chandhok said,“The best way to reduce and limit ongoing viral
replication around the entire world was to get more and more people vaccinated everywhere.”
Secretary Sameer Uniyal emphasized that it’s also important for younger people to receive the vaccine.
Because the younger people who are unvaccinated are at higher risk of contracting and transmitting the
virus.
Almost entire managing committee was there enthusiastically working around to ensure the students were
vaccinated with care and love.
Treasurer Abhinav Goel informed that experts say the indings in regards to vaccination are encouraging
and that as many people should get vaccinated as possible to stop the virus from reproducing.

GLAUCOMA AWARENESS WALK HELD ON THE 12th OF MARCH 2022.
The SJA Alumni Association joined hands with Drishti Eye Institute to create awareness of Glaucoma under the theme “The
world is Bright, save your Sight”.
Walkathon was Organised by "Drishti Eye Institute" the premier ophthalmic institution of Uttarakhand providing the best of
facilities equipped with ultra-modern technology run by our prominent alumni Dr. Gaurav Luthra and Dr. Saurabh Luthra.
We all gathered at the "Drishti Eye Institute & Dehradun Wave Lasik Centre, India " premises at Subhash Road. The buzz was
in the air. The presence of a large number of Josephites was thrilling and invigorating and everyone was eager to participate in
the Walkathon…
To convey the message and to help all those present the "Drishti Eye Institute" presented a beautiful script enacted by the staff
to help understand the perils of Glaucoma. The participants' hard work was visible by the applause and appreciation they
received.
Mr. Satish Sharma Guest of Honour and the editor of Garhwal Post joined the proceedings Dr. Saurabh Luthra introduced him
to the crowd and praised his multifaceted personality which is appealing to one and all.
Dr. Gaurav Luthra invited and felicitated the special guests for the occasion Praveen Chandhok, President of the SJA Alumni
Association, and Gaurav Sethi the President of E- Rotary Club 3080 to share their thoughts and to inform the people about the
ongoing activities of the organization they are heading.
As the conversation was going on the Chief Guest of the occasion Honorable DGP of the state Mr. Ashok Kumar Sir along with
his better half Mrs. Alak Nanda ma'am reached the venue and after the ribbon-cutting ceremony took the dais.
Dr. Gaurav Luthra requested Dr. Alok Jain Vice President (Out-Station) SJA Alumni Association to welcome Ashok Kumar Sir
with a bouquet and after that invited him to say a few words for the occasion as always he spoke eloquently and emphasized
that in today's world we are using the machines and mechanics we have created instead of the marvelous machine our body
which has been gifted by the Almighty. Concluding his message he said we were all blessed to be living in a place like Dehradun
which provides all the elements of a daily walk to keep ourselves healthy.
Immediately after the address of Ashok Kumar Sir, the Walkathon commenced and every one of us utilized the best of our
energies to keep up the pace with Ashok Kumar Sir and Alak Nanda ma'am and most of the participants were left behind and
took a short route to join us later! Ashok Kumar Sir rightly said most of us are strolling every day. What we need is a brisk walk...
Mrs. Aparna Misra former coordinator SJA in presence with her husband Mr. Anil Misra enlightened the occasion they were
representing The Art of Living working to spread happiness among one and all.
Mr. Pixie Sadana our senior and illustrious Alumni and a person to be emulated for achieving tness who's an outstanding
Tennis player and was full of praise of Ashok Kumar Sir and Mrs. Alak Nanda leading the Walkathon admirably.
The Managing Committee members Secretary Sameer Uniyal, Treasurer Abhinav Goel, Rahul Singhal, Tushar Singhal, and
Kamna Bagai Members also graced the occasion to create awareness.
Recollecting the words of eminent Doctor Amardeep Kaur "Drishti Eye Institute" who heads the Glaucoma section she
explained that glaucoma is a group of eye diseases that causes progressive damage to the optic nerve at the point where it leaves
the eye to carry visual information to the brain.
If left untreated, it leads to gradual worsening of vision or blindness. Once incurred, visual damage is mostly irreversible, and
this has led to glaucoma being described as the "silent blinding disease" or the "sneak thief of sight". Glaucoma has emerged as
the second commonest cause of blindness worldwide, with about 8.5 million people rendered blind due to it.
Early detection is essential to limiting visual impairment and preventing severe visual handicap or blindness progression. An
eye-care professional can detect glaucoma in its early stages and advise on the best course of action.
Glaucoma screening-cum awareness free camps are regularly organized by "Drishti Eye Institute" from time to time to raise
awareness among the people regarding the disease.
The Managing Committee of SJA Alumni Association thanks all the Josephites and all those present for the Walkathon for
sparing their precious time and being present for the noble cause and as Dr. Gaurav said to earn some good karma.
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FREE VACCINATION CAMP HELD AT
ST. JOSESPH’S ACADEMY
RECORD ALMOST 350 CHILDREN
AGE GROUP 12-14 VACCINATED!

There was a huge
buzz in the school campus a lot
of eligible children along with their
parents were anxiously awaiting to get the Covid
vaccination as India rolled out the inoculation drive for the
12-14 age group. The SJA Alumni Association in association with
Uttarakhand Health Department organised a vaccination camp for the children Saturday 26th Of March 2022.The camp
was inaugurated by Randhir Arora former President of SJA Alumni Association along with Navneet Oberai former Vice President
of SJA Alumni Association.
This time to expedite the process of registration we opened two registration counters and as the health department of icials were
struggling to register the managing committee immediately arranged two laptops and senior member Taresh Sharma himself took the
charge of registering the students.We knew it was going to be a long day as we had extended the timings of camp to 4.00 PM but
simultaneously it gave us immense happiness to see children and parents queuing up for the vaccination.
While most of the children we reached out to said they have been waiting for the shots for a long time, we were informed that many
parents who didn’t turned up were still concerned, saying that they would wait for more kids to get vaccinated before sending theirs.
“If vaccination is the solution to the pandemic, we will ensure our commitment to the drive in view of personal and public health," said
Reverend Brother Jeyaseelan S, principal, St. Joseph’s Academy. He thanked Managing Committee for regularly holding vaccination camp
and said it has been getting “an enthusiastic response" from the parents and children. But some parents have shown reluctance and are
waiting for other kids to get vaccinated.
“The Omicron variant is highly transmissible which is why parents are very eager to get their teens vaccinated, especially with schools
reopening. Yes some parents are still worried and apprehensive but they will de initely come around once more and more children get
vaccinated," said Praveen Chandhok, President of SJA Alumni Association (SJA AA). The association as they did last time shall also hold
follow up camp to complete the vaccination of children.
Younger kids also need to be vaccinated, said Secretary Sameer Uniyal . “India was eagerly waiting to have its younger children (below 15
years) to be vaccinated, and as soon as we got the opportunity we immediately arranged the camp.
Keeping in mind that already close to two years of education has been lost, nothing can be more important than getting children of all age
groups duly vaccinated and safely back to school," said Abhinav Goel treasurer of SJA Alumni Association.
“We all kids were waiting for the Covid vaccination for so long." said Shaurya Anand student of class 8th-A having observed his sister and
his parents, he is prepared for side eﬀects such as fever and said it is a good sign.
“Kids who fear getting the vaccination should understand that they needn’t worry about getting a fever as a side eﬀect. Having a high
temperature is a good sign. It means that our body is ready to ight the virus," added his friend Arnav Aggarwal student of class 8th-F
accompanying him was his sister Ananya Aggarwal student of class 9th-B and his father Josephite Sachin Aggarwal.

We are extremely thankful to our Patron Reverend Brother Jeyaseelan S for his whole hearted support and blessings and
promise continue our ight against pandemics.
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SRISHTI BAKSHI BATCH OF 2004 VISITED ALMA MATER
TO SPEAK TO THE STUDENTS ON 29TH OF MARCH 2022!

Nostalgia is an emotional connection with the past. It is very personal and emanates from the innermost recesses of one’s
heart. We could all witness the excitement, exhilaration, and elation on Srishti Bakshi's face as she entered her Alma Mater
where she spent memorable years of her student life from 2002 to 2004 and this time as an honored guest to address class 12th
Students.
She was accompanied by her illustrious father Lt. General Ashwani Kumar Bakshi.
She and her father were warmly welcomed by Reverend Brother Jeyaseelan S, Principal of St. Joseph's Academy, and by her
idol Brother JC Carroll along with Managing Committee members led by President Praveen Chandhok, Dr. Alok Jain Vice
President (Out-Station), Secretary Sameer Uniyal, Treasurer Abhinav Goel, Member Manish Jain, Pulkit Gupta, Tushar
Singhal, and Kamna Bagai. Kalpana Pande, former Vice President (Out-Station) also joined them to hear Srishti talking to
students of her Alma Mater.
After a short welcome and courtesies, Srishti Bakshi took the center stage after thanking Brother Jeyaseelan S, Brother JC
Carroll, and Praveen Chandhok she told the students gathered that she was walking down memory lane as she was
addressing them.
Reverend Brother Jeyaseelan welcomed her and admired that her inspiration was none other than her own father Lt. General
AK Bakshi!
She commenced her session by questioning students why women are unsafe?
Taking the talk session ahead she asked students to answer what words that come to their mind when we say, male and
female?
Students came up with gender-biased answers about men being patriarchal, manipulative, controlling, overruling,
womanizers, etc, and about women being tender, demure, kind-hearted, soft, beautiful, etc. on hearing the answers Srishti
added the major differences Women bear Children, Men having facial hairs, a difference of voice pointed by Shreyashvi.
This is where Srishti came up with the lesson of the day: Interchanging men's and women's characteristics and asked
students if women too possess the same characteristics that men do? and all the students unanimously agreed with her.
She elucidated that we point out words to others without looking inside. Stereotypes are a gift given by society and we need
to move from biased to unbiased.
Raising Your Voice
The second exercise she conducted with students was to raise their hand in Yog mudra take a deep breath and exhale with the
sound "Aaaa" "EEE' and "OOO" the entire batch taking a deep breath created the sound but the noise she was looking for was
not there.
The lesson she conveyed was the whole motive of the exercise is to learn to raise our voices so to be heard. How well she had
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noted that right from their childhood girls are told that,"unchi awaz mein baat nahi karni hai". The voicing of opinion is what
girls don't do then how can they be heard more?
She emphasized that Voice is as important as maths, science, and other subjects. Once we have learned the importance of voice
we can go on and crack any interview and there's no single competition that we can't win. Speaking for ourselves is easy and
can be easily taught and in times of danger, they will have a strong voice to stand up for themselves and not be the targets.
Empowering activity
The third activity she conducted asked students to clap together while she called out the numbers as we all noticed the
harmony was clearly missing. She pointed out that why we are unable to clap together is because we all think about how we
will perform and concentrate only on our performance. She then went on and asked the students to shut their eyes and without
looking at each other clap having a sense of WE and not ME and we did see the difference. Give the world a chance, a sense of joy
while working along with others.
Thereafter we all watched the trailer of WOMB, Women of my Billion, a powerful documentary which has been created with a
lot of love by dear Srishti. Trailer of documentary is available on YouTube.
She informed her audience that she was working hard on her NGO MOWO and Jai Bharti, to create Women's mobility. The
more women see other women in public spaces, the more safe, independent, and empowered each of them will be!
The message she wanted to convey the most was asking mothers to raise better sons. To change the world we need to Lead the
change in our own families. Breaking the Stereotypes while boys are growing up, working in the kitchen, fathers helping Mom
with daily chores, supporting mothers to be independent and make her living. To get more women outdoors so they share the
space equally with men.
Talking of her Future plans she said she would work to support women's initiative to bring women into men's Stereotyped
areas. Also supporting the Women Artisan committee to have more say in the market for the Women by women.
In concluding the event, the Managing Committee presented her with beautiful souvenirs to cherish and mark the occasion.
Senior Coordinator Sumit Gupta delivered the vote of thanks bringing an end to the glorious session.
As a guest speaker, 17 years later, she meandered along with the sprawling residential campus. The classes of our venerable
professors which she listened to with rapt attention during that politics-free academic atmosphere, the pranks she played on
each other in the classes, the exuberance of youth, the rugged boys and beauties who led the fashion parades she remembered
all as a panoramic view of endless wonders.
We all were equally enthralled and look forward to having her once again at our Alma Mater for a longer session...

One good
anecdote is
worth a
volume of
biography

Vikas Dewan
(Former President
SJAAA)
Batch of 1984

1984
The mention of this year
suddenly brings in a sea of
emotions in my heart and mind and
draws me into the memory lane which
has such memorable sweet and sour
memories. It was the year when we bid adieu to
our alma mater and set on the journey in the Big Bad
World.
In my time span of Golden years in St. Joseph's Academy from
class 5th to 12th, I had the best lived days of my life, and I reminiscence
and cherish them as it converts me into a school kid again and again.
We were the ISC Commerce Batch of 1984 and to the best of my knowledge with
the smallest batch size of just 27 students. Rev. Brother JC Carroll who is a living
Prodigy today took over as the 1st time Principal when we came to class XI and he was the
complete opposite of his predecessor Brother Muldowney.
Bro. Carol was a strict taskmaster and rarely one could see him smiling in the corridors of the Heritage
Building or the School Morning Assembly.
Our Class XII was the current Principal Ofce and young and Energetic Mr. Bajaj was our Class teacher, He was
just like the 28th student of the class where every student use to conde their problems and tussles with their Parents
and peer Groups.
The proudest moment in my school life was the time when I was unanimously appointed as the “Duffy House Prefect” in 1983
and the love and respect I received from the Young Duffy House Josephites of the school who used to idolize me as their Mentor,
Guide and Condant.
Well, I can go on and on about my school days but I would like to summarize by saying that whatever I am today in personal and
professional life is out of the lessons I learned on the school premises on “Leadership Skills”, “Competency Building”, “Professional
Acumen” and “Sharing is Caring” and these have their roots in the learnings we got from the English Classes of Mrs. Kamra,
Commerce and Economics classes of Mr. Bajaj and Maths prociency from Mr. Shukla.
I even got the opportunity to serve my Alma Mater after 35 long years of passing out when I became the Ofce Bearer of the SJA
Alumni Association which I successfully worked to revive and also served as the President of the same for a term of 2 Years after
that.
My Closing message to all the young Josephites is that STAY CONNECTED with your school, contribute with your connections
and capabilities in whatever little way you can as Josephites are a real force to reckon with Globally.
Stay Blessed.
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MANAGING COMMITTEE GEARING UP FOR THE FOLLOW UP
VACCINATION CAMP FOR THE AGE GROUP 12-14.
The Managing Committee SJA Alumni Association 2021-2023 is deeply committed to ght against pandemics. As
soon as we received the news of the Union Health Ministry expanding its COVID-19 vaccination coverage for 12-14
age groups we immediately got in discussions with the CMO ofce and after due deliberations organised free
vaccination camp for the students on March 26th 2022.
The second dose of Covid vaccine is needed for complete immunity, creating longer and complete immunity as well as
preventing variants of the virus. We need to know that this is a two-dose vaccine…
The Association understood this very important fact and hence is all set to arrange the follow up vaccination camp for
the Teenagers at St. Joseph’s Academy the tentative date scheduled is Sunday, 1st of May 2022.
Please be informed and also inform the eligible teenagers to visit the Follow Up Free Vaccination Camp being
organized by your Association at St. Joseph’s Academy.
We are looking forward to your wholehearted cooperation in our ght against pandemics.

HAIL ALMA MATER!

We were, we are and we shall remain the
numero uno Institution!
Education Today Ranking is a well-known
market research and opinion poll agency.
T h ey ra n ke d o u r A l m a M a te r o n
outstanding parameters of academic
reputation, faculty, leadership, quality,
sports, co-curricular activities, and
education.
We are all proud indeed very proud
being part of the SJA fraternity and
equally proud of the achievement on
behalf of all the Josephites we
heartily congratulate the Principal
Reverend Brother Jeyaseelan S,
Teachers, Staﬀ, and Students for
their dedication, determination, and
discipline which resulted in such a
stupendous achievement.
We are sure that the SJA lag will keep
lying high!
Congratulations on a wonderful
achievement.
Proud to be a Josephite!

PLEASE VISIT OUR CHARITABLE DISPENSARY FOR
CONSULTATION…
As the New Managing Committee was handed over the reins
to manage SJA Alumni Association their biggest challenge was
to nd a Doctor who would run the charitable dispensary
which was inaugurated by the previous committee on the 2nd of
October 2021.
The entire team of the managing committee unanimously agreed
that shelling rent for the premises where the Dispensary was
located was not in the interest of the Association therefore the
challenge was to nd a Doctor who could devote his/her time to
carry on the benevolent cause which was very dear to us and
also to the outgoing committee.
Our prayers were answered when we found Dr. Prachi Jain
hailing from Mussoorie gained her MBBS degree from Swami
Ram Himalayan University, Jolly Grant, and until recently
provided consultation at Graphic Era Hospital in Selakui.
Dear members Dr. Prachi Jain shall be providing
consultation from 9.00 AM to 1.00 PM from the 1st of
March 2022.
As we all know apart from OPD facilities our Dispensary
offers a medical dispensing facility and a Pathology Lab
at subsidised rates.
For our OPD consultation, we are just charging Rs.
100/-.
Please note that our Dispensary is located
opposite the back gate of CJM at 23, EC Road,
Dehradun.
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You’re all requested to please spread the
word in your circle and tell people about
your Dispensary to help the patients who
are reluctant to visit Doctors as they’re
unable to pay a higher consultation
fee.

What’s happening at our alma mater...
UKG GRADUATION AND LKG ORIENTATION PROGRAM
St. Joseph's Academy hosted its Orientation Ceremony on March 29th, 2022 in the
school auditorium, welcoming seven new batches of Lower Kindergarten students
into its fold.
The Orientation programme organised by the Junior school is an
annual tradition of extending a warm welcome to the new
entrants of Lower Kindergarten and their parents. The
students are lovingly welcomed by the entire kindergarten
staff and parents are given a rst-hand view of the
facilities that the school provides for the holistic
development of every child.
The programme witnessed an array of
beautiful dances and skits by all the
participating students and was much
appreciated by the audience. This was
the rst time post the pandemic that
students set foot on the stage to make
the programme a welcoming one for
their youngest batchmates.
The programme concluded with the junior
school choir singing the school song and the
little ones leaving the campus with a balloon
and a gift hamper.
The Graduation Ceremony for the outgoing batch of
Kindergarteners of St. Joseph's Academy was hosted on March 25th,
2022. The chief guest for the occasion was Mrs. Nivedita Kukreti Kumar, DIG
Intelligence and DIG UPCL (Vigilance).
The budding scholars were handed over the graduation degrees amidst their proud parents as
the students came to school for the rst time after two years of online learning.
Speaking on the occasion, IPS Kukreti stated that it was a momentous day for all the students, teachers,
and students as they had to face the challenges posed by the pandemic to strike a balance between online
and ofine learning.
The school Principal Reverend Brother Jeyaseelan S., Vice Principal Brother Asthinus, and all the school
coordinators were present on both occasions.
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RETURN TO THE 'ROOTS' – 1971 ISC BATCH
CELEBRATES ITS GOLDEN JUBILEE
The SJA ISC batch of 1971 is getting together for the Golden Jubilee Reunion from April 2224 at Dehra Dun. While keenly looking forward to this major milestone in our lives, a
kaleidoscope of memories ashes past the mind's eye: the initial efforts to 'get-together'
which started in 2015, the memorable 45 years reunion in March 2016 (the rst ever ofcial
Batch Reunion held in School), the beaming faces (after the initial trying to match greyhaired adults with the 16 year olds' faces which we had stored so diligently in our memory);
the pleasure evinced by some of our senior school teachers who joined us at the reunion!
It all started with an initiative led by our dear Col. (Retd.) Subash Chadha to gather all the
Doonite batchmates over a leisurely lunch at the Doon Club where he mooted the idea of
having a preliminary reunion, leading up to the big one – the Batch Golden Jubilee Reunion.
Subash's monumental efforts in surng the net, looking up IIT alumni directories,
searching Facebook, even making blind calls, painstakingly located nearly 60 of us (of a
batch of 79) and soon a vibrant Whatsapp group was formed and the 2016 Reunion started
gathering steam.
Our 45th year Reunion in March 2016 was a two-day 'bash', and was kicked off with a dinner (the
welcome kit had name tags to avoid a 'pehchan kaun?' scenario!). The next day, 5th of March was a
nost
algic visit to the School, where the Alumni Association and then Principal Rev. Bro. Joseph Dennis
rolled out
the red carpet for us. We wanted to honour our senior teachers – Mrs. Ghosh, Mr. Kala, Mr. Bari – and
their kind acceptance of our invitation made the occasion even more memorable. The 1971 batch desired to institute an inter-House 'Mr.
K.B. Chhetri Memorial Hindi Debate', for which the running trophy and prizes and a corpus for organising this as an annual event was
presented to the Alumni Association. (Now that the disruptive Covid interregnum is hopefully over, we trust this event shall become part
of the annual debates calendar of the school).
Tributes were paid to the three great 'pillars' of the senior school of the nineteen sixties and seventies – Mr. G.C. Gupta (Head, Science),
Mr. J.L. D'Souza (Head, English and Mathematics), Mr. K.B. Chhetri (Head, Hindi) to whom and to all our beloved teachers we all owe so
much. We recalled the formidable Bro. Dooley, past whose ofce most would tip-toe in dread; Bros. Duffy, Dunne, Foley, Donovan,
McEvoy and so many others who lent character to the school and ran it with an iron st in a velvet glove. These stalwarts put their heart
and soul in their dedicated mission of imparting quality education to generations of Josephites who have held the torch of the school high
at the best of higher educational institutions, literally all over the world, and made the name 'Josephite' synonymous with excellence.
It was not just academics – in our days (till 1970) SJA was a boarding-cum-day school and the ethos of sports was deeply ingrained in us.
From middle school onwards, each section of every class had teams playing hockey, football with each other; and if you registered for
games and did not turn up, you were subjected to the sweet 'swishing' on your palm of a choice bamboo cane, carefully picked from the
bamboo clump adjacent to the (then) New Building. (In the senior classes, 'duster whacks on the knuckles' became the norm for bringing
errant students into line!). Cricket was another passion. The Annual Sports Day saw spirited competition. The awe-inspiring massed PT
Display (conducted by the unforgettable Mr. Sarmukh Singh) used to be followed by the entire school immaculately marching past,
banners aloft to the magnicent Indian Military Academy Marching Band playing 'Colonel Bogie'. Josephites participated in large
numbers at the highly competitive Annual Dehra Dun District Sports, winning numerous laurels for the school. The sports contests
between traditional rivals St. Georges, Mussoorie and SJA were ercely fought and evoked true school spirit, with the excited spectators'
raucous cries of 'Academy, Academy, yayyyy....!!' renting the air. The Debates were also keenly awaited – the Chuckerbutty Memorial
Debate, the Patrician Brothers Society Schools Debate (then comprising SJA, St. Georges and St. Mary's, Meerut) used to see the school
team being intensely coached under the watchful guidance of Mr. J.L. D'Souza, who groomed many a public speaker.
And of course, the care-free bicycling around and picnics in a peaceful, green town; the movies at Capri and Odeon; coffee at Napoli with
coins hoarded for the Jukebox playing favourites like 'Black is Black, I want my Baby back!' and 'Hot Sands' on 45 RPM; the bun-samosas
at the break and the general high-spirited horsing around that marked our formative years in school. Blissful innocence!
Thus 'schooled', we sallied forth into the wide world, entering an amazing diversity of professions and callings. Many of us donned the
Services' uniforms; some chose medicine, others joined the civil services; batchmates became legal luminaries, nance experts, architects,
mariners; joined the corporate world, the media, the pharmaceutical industry; some started their own ventures as successful
entrepreneurs, others entered academia, defence and agricultural research – with many hanging up their boots having reached the top
echelons of their profession.
As our Golden Jubilee Reunion approaches and we congregate after half a century, the mood is bitter-sweet. There is the joy and
anticipation of again meeting childhood buddies, 'comrades-in-arms' of many an escapade – playing and studying together and
establishing such deep bonds. Then there is the sombre realisation that time has taken its toll rather heavily on our batch. We pray for the
speedy recovery of those dear batch-mates grappling with health issues and thus unable to join us. And we will dearly miss the ones so
sadly gone, much before their time, particularly the one who brought us together – Col. Subash Chadha, pushing,
goading and cajoling us to meet and rediscover each other. May the Almighty grant eternal peace to the souls of our
departed batchmates. I am sure that Subash, and all others no longer in our midst, would be fondly watching from above as
we meet at our 'roots' and reminisce dreamily: 'those were the days'.
We gather in the 'Far spreading vale of the Doon' to relive our time at St. Joseph's, 'the Pride of the Valley so fair', to pay tribute
to our alma mater, to all our beloved teachers to whom we owe so, so much; and to all those dear batchmates whose joyful
presence and infectious laughter we will dearly miss. May the past, present and future generations of Josephites carry the SJA
torch even higher, living up to the core of what was ingrained in us in our formative years - being good, just and
compassionate human beings, contributing our utmost to family, society and the nation.
-

Sudhir Kishore Arora (ISC-1971)
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Josephite Shilpa Kulshrestha, (Batch of 1993) is a multi-awardee
game changer Coach, keynote speaker, and best selling author of the
book “Play it Full”.
Shilpa has spent over 16 years with large corporate like Deloitte,
Westpac, Tech Mahindra, and a few other startups. Her ability to create
results for her clients has made her known as the one with a Midas Touch.
She has received several awards for the impact she has created around the
world.
Her ideology 'Murdering Mediocrity' has been a stepping-stone for
professionals to get high paying job oﬀers and position themselves in a
manner that their name comes up ﬁrst before managers and employers
hiring for executive and senior-level positions.
Coaching leaders, CXOs and entrepreneurs across 14 countries, she is
also on the Forbes Coaches' Council.
Women's day 2022 issue of OUTLOOK magazine featured her on its
front page, along with some other top women achievers of India, who
have redeﬁned leadership.
The editorial team of SJA Alumni Association conducted a virtual
interview with her.
Some excerpts of the chat session.
Q – Reminiscing your school days in SJA do you remember any
particular incident?
Ans – I do remember Kalpana, it is a whole lifetime there in the school in
fact 13 years in the kindergarten. The best memories are of the report card
day! It was like a colorful festival in the school, entering the gate and that
feeling to get the report card. It's a very cheerful impairment, I also have a
wonderful memory of the board exam, the newly built auditorium,
standing there and admiring at the pink ﬂowers, I simply love them, even
today the road in front of my house gets the same pink ﬂowers and its
reminds me of the school every time. I remember I was in year 8 or 9
district sports were held I was taking part in the race, running last, there
was a huge gap between me and the person ahead of me, everybody was
laughing don't know why at that moment I saw my PT teacher Mr.
Sharma he told me come-on ﬁnish the line. And I ﬁnished the race; I think
that taught me that even if you feel that you are not going to make it, never
give up, this is my mantra till date…
Q – Tell us something about your journey?
Ans – I did my commerce in 12 become a Chartered Accountant (CA)
and then landed up in IT, somehow the wake-up call was in the year 2018.
I started my self-discovery, journey, traveling around the world learning
from the best coaches and I realized I need to work on myself. I also
realized that there are hundreds of people who are dealing with this
mediocrity and I started holding their hands, helping them those who
were looking for a salary increment, thinking of landing up in a new job,
seeking to establish better relationship and that's how I landed up from IT
to be a game-changer coach.
Q – Any Incident that has been a game-changer and taught you some
Wow moments which has been realized.
Ans – In my life, last year I would say every moment has been a wow
moment my husband and I realized that we were eating into our savings,
we opted for three options –
1) Got an alliance from the bank
2) Borrowed from friends
3) Mortgaged a portion of my home to NBFC
That's time I realized it's not about resources always, it's about being
resourceful, and life is always pushing you into the corner.
Q – Now that you are doing quite well what business are you into?
Ans – We are working with people from 15 diﬀerent countries and in the
very ﬁrst year we earned 500 thousand Dollars which is great! Pulkit you
want to ask something?

Shilpa Kulshrestha
Game Changer Coach

Q – I would like to ask, any guidance advice any of your
teachers gave you?
Ans – I would speciﬁcally mention Mr. Kathpalia our
commerce teacher, till year 10, I was a very average student, Mr.
Kathpalia who was our class teacher said on the very ﬁrst day of
our class,”This is a new beginning, the day one for all of you and
remembers each one of you are a good student or a great
student. All these subjects (Accounts, Commerce and
Economics) are new for each one for you; you can start from A,
B, C.”
His word stuck me and I realized that I can make the fresh
beginning I carried my bag and sat right in front of the bench,
since that day I never left my front seat. I am extremely thankful
to Mr. Kathpalia as it changed by entire life...
The red lines in my report card disappeared I came third in my
class, thereafter second ﬁrst, and ﬁnally topped the school in
commerce section and subsequently went on to become a gold
medalist!
Q – What kind of changes do you ﬁnd in yourself because of
this carrier?
Ans – There hasn't been a change of behaviour, nor a change of
beliefs, a complete identity has shifted, I come from a
professors family, my dad was a professor in DAV college, and
my mother principal in a school, I did CA, CPA, Postgraduation, MBA, Law PMP all these little things my pride was
that I am a very well educated person, but in life I realized, I am
not outstanding, I shifted in my new identity, I can do anything
in this world you can create your own miracles.
Q – Guidance to all these people, members who are reading
this and facing these mediocrity problems in their life.
Ans – Whatever you are however your life is, always give your
100% in everything. When you are with your family give your
100% when you are with your friends give your 100%, always
give your 100% in present.
Balance is also very important in life. Life is a triangle, one side
is achievement other side is a relationship and one side is health
you cannot focus on just one thing. The mantra is that you take
care of this triangle.
Q – There are so many businessmen how would you guide
them to grow much better?
Ans – First thing we have to work on ourselves, therefore we
need to focus on ourselves. You are living a powerful life. You
consult yourself outstanding. If you don't have the desire,
nobody can do anything for you. Do you have any desire to be
outstanding? When you work on yourself you can achieve your
dreams.
Q – Any special guidance to the teacher or counselor of SJA,
who deals with teenager kids to excel in life, any special
guidance for them?
Ans – absolutely... Education is one thing, but ta lot depends on
the teachers. Teachers to focus on belief system. I can say that
work on a belief system, that is, everybody trusts me and I trust
everyone, which makes my life easier and so simple. I do not
have time to distress. Therefore if teachers work on the belief
system that will be awesome.
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